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Archival Principles and Practice  
By Jeannette White Ford  

Notes 
2010-08-28 

• Sir Hilary Jenkinson, an English archivist, said, "Archives are documents drawn up in an official 
transaction and preserved for information." 
Note the three main words in Jenkinson's definition. 

a. Documents. 
b. Official. 
c. Preserved. 

1. Archives are documents. Documents can be made of paper, wood, stone, tape, or any other 
material which can carry a message. 

2. Archives are official. They were created to keep account of transactions in the regular course of 
business. 

3. Archives are permanently preserved. 
• Here are six reasons we need archives: 

1.   Archives preserve primary sources. Unlike history books or newspapers, archives are 
unbiased by the viewpoint of author or journalist. 

2.   Archives make efficient research possible. In an archival repository, a researcher can have a 
lot of information at his fingertips. 

3. Archives preserve our cultural heritage. 

4. Archives fill an official need. 

5. Archives protect the public interest. 

6. Archives free office space for current operations. 

• Why should an archivist care about records management? 
Because both archivists and records managers are concerned with 
the whole life span of records: creation, management, and 
disposition. 

• The goals of records management are: 
1. Controlled creation of records. 

A. Adequate documentation. 
B. Prevention of unnecessary documentation. 

2. Efficient management of records. 
A. Efficient arrangement of files. 
B. Adequate storage. 

3. Proper disposition of records. 
A. Systematic disposal. 
B. Preservation of permanently valuable records. 

• Let's look at these goals one by one. 
1. Controlled creation of records. 

A. Good management requires adequate documentation.  The most valuable records of an 
organization relate to  

origin, developments, and major programs. Such records should be preserved. 
B. Good management requires prevention of unnecessary documentation. 
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With the development of the typewriter, paperwork began to increase. Later, carbon paper 
made multiple copies possible. Photocopiers multiplied the production and the problem. Of 
course, administrators want many reports. However, the cry of the records manager is 
"simplify, simplify, simplify." 

2. Efficient management of records. 
A. Good management requires efficient arrangement of files. 

During the life of a document, it must be available for use. Filing systems are the result of 
this need. Almost any filing system may be used, but those who use the system must be 
trained. 

B. Good management requires adequate storage. 
Records of high usage should be stored for easy reference. Others may be relegated to the 
back room. Wherever they are stored, records need to be accessible and secure. 

3. Proper disposition of records. 
A. Good management requires systematic disposal. 

A disposition schedule governs the retention or disposition of records. 
B. Good management requires selective preservation. 

Records which may be permanent value should be identified and preserved. Those which 
don't should be destroyed as soon as their usefulness ends. 

• Appraisal is deciding what to keep and what to throwaway. 
1. Are the records unique? 

A unique record is a one-of-a-kind document instead of one of many identical copies. 
2. Are the records usable? 

A usable record must make information available to the researcher. Examples of records which are 
not usable are: 

• records badly damaged by insects, rodents, fire or water, 
• illegible shorthand notes, or 
• machine readable records if a reader is no longer available. 

3. Are the records important? 
There are five standards to help you determine the importance of records: 

A.  Age should be respected. 
Older documents need careful consideration because they are scarce. However, all old 
records may not warrant retention. 

B. Documents reflecting past successes or failures create a storehouse of experience. 
C. Records which have value beyond the purpose for which they were created may need to be 

retained. 
D. Documents reflecting the origin, organizational development, programs, policies and 

procedures of an institution should be retained permanently. 
  

• Three good reasons for disposal are: 
A. It is impossible to store all records. 
B. Research is made easier by discarding trivia. 
C. Some records really are worthless. 

• Arrangement: 
o By origin/source (i.e. all the records from the art department vs. the science department) 
o Into subgroups (i.e. painting, sculpture, etc.) 
o Into series 
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Within a subgroup, archivists usually arrange records by , series, which is a group of 
records related by subject, function, etc. (i.e. maps, blueprints, other printed 
materials) 

• You should keep records in their original order. 
• A completed description of a major group of records is called a guide or inventory.  

o A guide contains a brief administrative history of the organization which created the 
records.  

o The history tells the who, where and how of an organization.  
o The guide also provides an index to the records and series descriptions.  

• Series descriptions are the heart of every records guide. 
o  A series description usually specifies title, date, volume, arrangement and contains a 

narrative paragraph about the records. 
I. Title. 

A title should be clear, descriptive, and concise. It will usually specify the type, 
source, subject, and frequency of creation of the records. 
Type.  

The title will identify the specific type or kind of record being described. 
Specific terms are preferred to general terms, such as papers, records or 
documents. 

Source.  
The title will also indicate the source or creator of the documents. The 
source of a series of records might be an individual or an office. 

Subject.  
The title will indicate the subject of the series, if possible. Some series, 
such as correspondence, include more than one subject. In this case, the 
function or the activity may become the subject. 

Frequency. 
In addition, the title will state the frequency of the creation of the 
records. 

II. Date. 
Indicate exact, inclusive dates when possible. If a gap occurs in the records, 
write as follows (1890-1910; 1915-1920). 

III. Volume. 
Indicate the quantity of records in terms of feet or inches. If records are bound, 
give the number of volumes. 

IV. Arrangement statement. 
Many times it is helpful to include an arrangement statement in the description. 
The most used arrangements are chronological, geographical, alphabetical, 
numerical and by subject. 

ex. Arranged alphabetically by surname of individual. 
V. Narrative paragraph. 

A narrative paragraph presents additional information about the substance of 
the records, the creator of the records, the dates, the relationship to other 
records. 

• A basic rule of thumb for preservationists is: When the archives budget is limited, concentrate on 
preserving the majority of records through proper storage, rather than expending intensive 
treatment on individual documents. 

• Why archive? So the records can be researched.  
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• Reference services: 
o Information services: answer short questions. 
o Physical services: Give the researcher finding aids, information about the archival institution, 

etc. 
o Documentation services: make copies. 
o Exhibit services: lend materials out for exhibits. 
o Publication services: make documents available via publishing them. 

  
 

Reflections of an Archivist 
By Hilary Jenkinson 

Notes 
2010-08-28 

• Archivists are concerned with correspondences, accounts, and memorandum.  
• Archivists preserve these documents and make them available for research. 
• There are more documents to conserve and make available than we can ever catch up with. 
• Today's office papers are tomorrow's archives. 

o Important, archival information doesn't mean only the papers of the famous or influential. 
• Archives come together by: 

a. Naturally. They are the physical reminders of facts. 
b. Documents are interpreted very differently by those who read (present) them then those 

who made them (past). 
c. You can't always be sure what is written is true and the document will probably be used to 

prove some point that wasn't the point of the person who created it.  
d. Archivists should include amateurs and devotees along with professionals. 
e. Archives represent the whole of humanity since no one can be born and die without 

showing up in a record somewhere. 
• What makes an archivist? 

o Must have technical knowledge of the object's creation so it can be preserved. 
o Know something of the organization/time it was created so it's meaning can be understood. 
o The supreme duty of an archivist:  

• To protect, preserve, and pass on the document without adding or taking away from it 
what was not put there by the document's creator. 

• Must care about the safety of the document above all us, instead of your own 
interests or opinions. (i.e. don't develop an axe to grind) 

  
Introduction: American Archivists and the Search for Professional Identity 

By Randall C. Jimerson 
Notes  

2010-08-31 
The Search for Professionalism and Acceptance 
• Since the early 1980s, the archivist profession in the United States has been struggling to gain it's 

professional identity and public acceptance.  
• Archivists have created new goals and standards to increase their level of professionalism.  

o Guidelines for graduate education 
o Certification of individual archivists 
o Institutional evaluation of archival repositories 

• There are no universal standards over what makes an archivist an archivist. 
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• Those who support history scholars to be archivists: 
o Waldo Gifford Leland (1908) 
o Samuel Flagg Bemis (1938) 

• The other faction is archivists should be librarians. 
• 1977, The Society of American Archivists (SAA) put forth "Guidelines for a Graduate Minor or 

Concentration in Archival Education." 
o Take a one semester course on archival theory and methods. 
o One practicum 
o Optionally an independent study. 

• In 1988, the SAA recommended a multicourse program with full-time faculty and adjuncts. 
• In Canada, they have whole programs devoted to just archival studies. 
• In 1994, the SAA put forth the "Guidelines for the Development of a Curriculum for a Master of 

Archival Studies Degree."  
o Formal education that existed independently of history or library science. 
o Contextual knowledge (organizational history, legal and financial systems) 
o Archival knowledge (records management and "archival science") 
o Complimentary knowledge (conservation, LIS, history, etc.) 
o Practicum 
o Scholarly research 

• Certification process was approved by the SAA in 1987. 
o Originally, archivists were grandfathered in by sending in paperwork of their archival 

experience, educational background, and professional service. 
o Now you have to pass an exam.  
o Academy of Certified Archivists establishes the criteria to be considered a professional 

archivist. 
• Efforts to create a way to establish institutional evaluation of archives fell flat. 
• Planning for the Archival Profession (1986) by the SAA Task Force on Goals and Priorities outlined: 

o A mission for the archival profession: "To ensure the identification, preservation, and use of 
records of enduring value." 

o Established goals 
• Need greater public support 

o 15 objectives 
o Dozens of activities  

• In 1984, the Task Force on Archives and Society was created to improve PR. 
o Report by Sidney J. Levy and Albert G. Robles 
o Asked administrators what they thought of archivists. 

• Very important 
• But not competitive in asking for funding.  

o No professional identity. 
o Negative stereotypes abounded. 

• Need to see themselves as professionals. 
• Use skills to gain a competitive edge. 
• Communicate their needs (i.e. funding) to administrators. 
• Public outreach that archives are very important by conducting research. 

 Figure out who their users are, what they use, what do they do with what they 
find, and how do they know about the archives in the first place? 

Research 
• Gerald Ham and Frank Burke called for greater research in the field. 
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• Ham wanted: 
o People were too busy involved in the day to day work and art of the craft. 
o No one was doing research.  
o Need to work with inter-institutional for help. 

• Frank Burke's The Future Course of Archival Theory in the United States  
o Looked at archival "universal laws" and was theory based. 
o Focused on why things were archived, who created them, the role of archives in society, etc.  
o Called for some people to get out of archives and instead become professors. 
o Develop a "new philosophy of archives as records of human experience." 

• Lester J. Cappon disagreed with Burke. 
o He argued that archivists should be more interested in genuine origin of materials and their 

continuous preservation.  
o Interest in what the records are about is for history majors, not archivists.  

• John W. Roberts also disagreed with Burke. 
o He thought the physical day-to-day work was paramount.  
o Anything else was a waste of time. 
o He fought a losing battle as the profession became more theoretical so it could gain 

professional recognition. 
  

Non-U.S. Opinions on American Archives 
• Jean-Pierre Wallot, a Canadian archivist, said that Americans  

o Too focused on serving the current needs of researchers 
o Should focus on the long-term like their Canadian and European counterparts. 

• Joan Van Albada, a Dutch archivist, complained 
o SAA meetings were not archivist-centered but collector-oriented (librarians, manuscript 

curators, etc.) 
o US archives are cataloged by "MARC-AMC" which is useful to librarians 

• Takes items out of context and out of order. 
• Terry Eastwood, a Canadian archivist complained 

o Americans had created theory from practice. 
o Should have a fundamental theory that leads into practice. 

• Harold Pinkett 
o Admitted Americans do disregard the long-term 
o American Archival history is influenced by culture to be practical and not theoretical. 

• (J.) Roger Hollingsworth said this was because we were trying to get rid of anything 
European like monarchy and theory. We wanted to be hands-on. 

• Frederick Stielow stated,  
o "Theories are tools that provide a context for understanding and solving problems, tools 

that can become synonymous with professionalism and the building of a knowledge base."  
o i.e. No one needs to reinvent the wheel every time. 

• Richard Cox said we need field research that 
o "explores all archival functions 
o Is replicable 
o Is well-designed from a research methodology perspective 
o Builds on and refines earlier research 
o Draws on relevant research in other fields."  

  
Archival Literature 
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• James O'Toole said archival literature needs to include: 
o Research into archival theory 
o Archival practice 
o Archival history 

• SAA created publications for archivists: 
o Basic Manuals Series of books  (1977) 
o American Archivist a quarterly journal 
o Other materials 
o Archival Fundamental Series (1987) 

• 7 volumes 
• Theoretical principles 
• Common archival activities 
• Best practice techniques 
• Archives and manuscripts 
• Selection and appraisal 
• Arrangement and description 
• Preservation 
• Reference services 
• Management 
• Glossary 

o Reprinted, Modern Archives: Principles and Techniques by T.R. Schellenberg 
• Research Fellowship Program for Study of Modern Archives (1983-1997) from the Bentley 

Historical Library of the University of Michigan 
o Encouraged advance research on archival administration to the profession and to users 
o Create professional literature to address problems in an academic arena of publication 
o Experiment to see if individual fellowships could increase publication/research and if that 

benefited the profession 
  
What Defines the American Archivist 
• Theory is based on experience. 
• Theory and practice cannot be separated. 

o Must work together to ensure preservation of records and the rights and guarantees they 
protect 

  
  

The History of Archives and the Archives Profession 
By James O'Toole 

Notes 
2010-08-31 

• Archives are everywhere. Government, libraries, historical societies, schools, corporations. 
• Philip Hamer and the National Archives in the 1950s identified 1300 archives. 
• In 1988, there were 4200 archives in the U.S. 
• "What's past is prologue" (from The Tempest) is inscribed over the National Archives entrance. 

  
Old World Antecedents 
• Archives have existed since the very first record was created. 
• In the past, "archives" meant anything written down. 
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• William the Conqueror had the Great Domesday and Little Domesday books created as a record of 
the English people he conquered so he'd know them.  
o Significant because it served the practical needs of society.  

• The French Revolution established that records protect the rights of the people. 
o Also that the people had a right to inspect records created by the government. 

  
American Origins: The Two Traditions 
• Record keeping was done by the conquestors of their exploits, baptisms, etc. 
• Colonists decided that land selling, marriage, birth, and death records were for community 

interest instead of a private matter. 
• Public records tradition in the U.S. 

o The government was responsible for record keeping. 
o The records protected the rights of citizens. 

• Historical manuscripts tradition 
o Created historical societies to protect their documents about their history-making ways 

post-Revolution. 
o Save whatever documents could be found. 

• Used in historical research since they were primary source. 
o Publish the records. 

  
Emergence of the Archival Profession 
• The goal in the U.S. was to use primary source records to see "what actually happened" (wie es 

eigentlich gewesen) 
• American Historical Association (AHA) formed in 1884 to work on this goal for archival purposes. 
• (J.) Franklin Jameson's leadership created the Historical Manuscripts Commission to determine 

what primary sources were available. 
o Many places didn't want to share their records with the public. 
o Didn't work out so well since they were so scattered about their own research. 
o Jameson got the National Archives created between WWI and WWII. 

• Prior to that, government documents were everywhere and unorganized. 
• The AHA's Public Archives Commission did more. 

o Sought to find the records. 
o Encouraged better care of the records. 
o Tried to create a textbook but never made it.  
o Got legislature passed for archives. 
o Created the Conference of Archivists. 
o The South led the way in creating state-funded archives. 
o Hawaii in 1906 built the first building dedicated to archives. 
o State-wide systems set standards for archival management. 

  
The Crucial Decade: The 1930s 
• The National Archives is under order of the President. 
• FDR appointed Robert D. W. Connor of North Carolina as the first archivist of the U.S. 
• Need for a professional organization of archivist was needed.  

o SAA was created in 1936. 
o Published it's own journal, The American Archivist in 1938. 

• Historical Records Survey (HRS) was created by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) (getting 
people jobs during the Depression) 
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o Surveyed the historical records of state and local governments and private repositories 
o Sometimes prepared general guides and finding aids. 

• How to organize the National Archives? 
o Sir Hilary Jenkinson 
o Samuel Muller, J.A. Feith, Robert Fruin's textbook, Manual for the Arrangement and 

Description of Archives 
o Record groups and record series were created. 

  
Diversification and Development 
• Specializations as an archival career became possible after WWII when archives continued to 

grow. 
• Needed to manage documents before they went to the archives. 
• What to save and what to throw away? 
• Records management 

o SAA Committee on the Reduction of Archival Management 
o American Records Management Association (ARMA: now known as the Association of 

Records Managers and Administrators) created in 1956 
o Created a system to identify "good stuff" that would be archived 

• With so many agencies being created along with the field of records management, archives were 
able to focus on only their specific area. 

• In the late 1960s, people wanted to know about the lives of ordinary people instead of the 
famous.  
o By looking at ordinary people, this gave a better understanding of history. 

• The National Endowment for the Humanities (part of Lyndon Johnson's Great Society)  
o funded grants to create finding aids. 
o Microfilming newspapers 

• National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC) 
o Funded new archival programs 
o Rescued "endangered records" that no repository would take. 
o Education projects like the Basic Manuals published by the SAA 
o Educated administrators on the importance of archives. 
o Archival assessment, first since the WPA's assessment. 

• Regional associations for archivists popped up. 
  

Consolidation of Professional Identity 
• Standardization  

o Each collection was unique in what it contained, so archivists believed there could be no 
standard practice of handling these documents. 

o National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections (NUCMC) 
• Standard information about archival collections 
• Included repositories/archives of all sizes, subjects, etc.  
• Interest in: creator/compiler of records, what kind of records, inclusive dates, 

quantity, brief description 
o Automation became available for sharing information about collections, or where things 

were located at. 
o SAA's National Information Systems Task Force (1977) sought to find common ground 

between repositories. 
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• Created the MARC AMC: the Archival and Manuscripts Control format of the United 
States Machine Readable Cataloging System 

o Common jargon came into being. 
• Professional credentials needed to be established.  

o Programs were all over the place in what they required. 
o Hobbyist who turned professional. 
o A Master's degree is the default degree of an archivist. 
o Standardized curriculum content. 
o Accreditation of programs.  
o Full-time archival educators in universities. 

• Institutional evaluation 
o Never took hold but guides were created so one could evaluate and improve their own 

archives. 
• Certification of individual archivists by the SAA 
• Research about keeping an adequate record of things even when there was so much to choose 

from. 
• SAA created an archival think tank, "GAP" 

o To study and propose goals and priorities for the entire profession. 
  

Current and Future Issues 
• Good News: 

o More archives will be developed in the years to come.  
o More people who purposely choose to study and become an archivist. 
o More communication between professional archivists. 
o Better define their role amongst competing record keepers like librarians.  
o Better cooperation with users of archival materials. 
o More research on archival works. 
o Better professionalism projected.  

• Bad news: 
o Trying to prevent parent institutions from closing the archives. 
o Professional associations will be overwhelmed with demands that they can't meet.  
o Ever-changing technology demands and obsolete technology. 

  
The Appraisal of Modern Public Records 

By J.R. Schellenberg 
Notes 

2010-08-31 
• Modern public records are growing rapidly to reflect a population boom. 
• We must reduce public records in order to maintain them properly. 
• There is a problem in how to dispose of old records. 
• Must be very careful in deciding what is valuable  to keep. 

o Primary value: what was useful at the time to the creator. 
o Secondary value: what still has value even after their immediate usage of the creator. 

• Evidential values: Evidence of the organization and functioning of the Government 
body that made them. 

• Informational values: Who the Government body dealt with.  
• A record may be both. 
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Evidential Values: Reasons for Test of Evidential Values 
• They provide information on policies, procedures, what they were responsible for doing.  
• An archivist must know how a record came into being. What it was responding to or creating a 

need for. 
• Must know the significance of particular groups of records. 
• Questions to ask:  

1. Which organizational units in the central office of an agency have primary responsibility 
for making decisions regarding its organization, programs, policies, and procedures? Which 
organizational units carry on activities that are auxiliary to making such decisions? Which 
field officers have discretion in making such decisions? Which record series are essential to 
reflect such decisions? 
2. To which functions of an agency do the records relate? Are they 
. substantive functions? Which record series  are essential to show how each substantive 
function was performed at each organizational level in both the central and field offices? 
3. What supervisory and management activities are involved in administering a given 
function? What are the successive transactions in its execution? Which records pertain to 
the executive direction, as distinct from the execution of the function? To what extent are 
such records physically duplicated at various organizational levels? Which records 
summarize the successive transactions performed under the function? Which records 
should be preserved in exemplary form to show the work processes at the lower 
organizational levels? 

  
Informational Values 
• Their value is in what they tell about who the government dealt with, not about the processes of 

government. 
• Test of value: 

o Uniqueness 
• Look for the uniqueness of the information and uniqueness of the record that 

contains the information. 
• "Uniqueness" means not being found elsewhere so completely.  
• Look at material that is outside and within the Government records. 
• "The Government materials are the various record · series relating to the matter 

under consideration. The archivist must understand the relation of such series to each 
other and must be able to identify the particular series that should be preserved." 

• The archivist should be an expert in the subject so he knows where else information 
related to the subject might also be found. 

• "Old age is to be respected" (Meissner). Every country has a point where ALL records 
from a particular time are kept and are not to be destroyed. 

o Form 
• Consider the form of the information in records AND the form of the records. 
• "Form" means the degree to which information is concentrated. 

 How many facts are presented in a record. 
 About how many subjects? 

• "Form" in regards to the physical records themselves refers to the physical condition 
of the records.  
 Who can read/understand them 
 If you need special equipment to access the information (i.e. computer) 
 Arrangement: how easy is it to find the needed information? 
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o Importance 
• It's hard to tell what will have lasting importance. 
• First duty is to the Government then to scholars/researchers. 
• Don't preserve records of highly specialized fields where nobody ever looks to the 

past.  
• Historical documents are often not important individually but grouped together to 

provide insight on a period/actions. 
• Records relating to people: 

 Greater importance for the famous 
 Next: people directly influenced and their commentary/actions based on that 

event 
 Sentimental: everyone from a place where something significant happened.  

• Records should meet the first two criteria first before being considered for their 
importance. 

  
Records Appraisal 
• First, realize that you cannot make a standardized system of what something is worth. 
• You can't use the same criteria for value for every single object.  
• Use moderation in appraisal value since you don't want to have too little or too much. 
• Decide on the worth of an object based in a larger context.  
• Seek expert advice if you don't know.  
• Before seeking advice, do the leg work of the previous steps to have as much information as 

possible to show the expert. 
• Be a modernist! It IS up to YOU to decide what to keep and what to destroy.  

 


